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RIGHT 
Reinterpretation from “The Rite of Spring” by I.F.Stravinskij 

A co-production C&C Company and COB Compagnia Opus Ballet

Project selected by Anticorpi XL Network for CollaborAction Award 2020


PROJECT 
A reflection about contemporary society, about us and our relationship with power and 
the faith we put in it “for a good purpose”.


In a society that is fragile and weakened by events, cataclysms and global pandemics, 
there is a too easy tendency of releasing on the the first “savior” that comes at hand, 
giving him the power and the responsibility of taking decisions for a collectivity. A 
decision we then regret when the predictable epilogue has become unchangeable.


“Right” is characterized by strength and sarcasm and wants to tell a story that we already 
know through the language of dance and the contamination of spoken and sung voice.

The composition requires performing abilities and the alternation between acting and 
dancing scenes.


In the evolution of the narration, the body with its animal nature will overcome the reason 
with growing tension.


Performers will act as in an arena and will fight and fall in their own blood as in a human 
slaughter. Everyone will be at the same time a victim, a witness and an executioner. 




AUDITION CALL 
We look for 7 professional performers for a dance-theater contemporary reworking of 
“The Rite of Spring”, that will debut of season 2012 (rehearsals from January to April). 
Performers will need to be interested in the development of a shared and multidisciplinary 
project, that requires the use of many different performing languages. We require ability 
and use of dancing body and spoken/sung voice, among with improvisation and 
creation skills and the interest in group research.


If interested, please send candidacy by the 10th of October 2020 to 
info@ceccompany.org

write in the subject: “Application RIGHT” + name and surname

It’s requested tu attach:

- Resume or Biography (PDF)

- Half-length portrait (Jpeg o Jpg)

- Link (YouTube or Vimeo) to a video created on a choreographic score

- Link (Youtube or Vimeo) to a video improvisation in which the body-voice elements are 

mixed and the performer show his special skills


By 12.10.2020, the selected candidates will be invited to an Audition Workshop to be 
held in Florence on 24-25-26 October 2020.

Total availability is required for the three selection days.

Till November the Production’s cast will be confirmed, defined the rehearsals periods and 
the contractual proposal drawn up.


The Workshop will take place in total safety, in compliance with current regulations on 
health protection. Given the current pandemic situation, we reserve the right to postpone 
the hearing as well as the production period to new dates to be defined.
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